
Rickmansworth School Feedback Policy

Department Assessment Matrix: History and Politics Department

This document is for guidance. The whole school marking and feedback policy should be followed.

At Key Stage Three, students complete three summative assessments per year linked to units of study which align to the
National Curriculum. Each unit of study develops the students' understanding of historical narrative, the use of source analysis,
and the interpretation of scholarly works. Students' study of history is supported by deepening their understanding of historical
concepts: change and continuity, cause and consequence, interpretation, sources and evidence and significance.

Lessons are underpinned by formative assessments (e.g. low stakes testing) so teachers can identify whole class and individual
strengths and areas for development; in order to respond to these in their teaching before the summative assessment.
Assessments are completed in student books and assess students' understanding of their studied enquiry. Students in Year 7
have ‘open-book’ assessments to help them understand the importance of note-taking and research to prepare for assessment
tasks.

By knowing more, students build a rich understanding of Britain, the big picture of change over time and are curious about the
past to ask historical questions and consider historical issues. By doing more linked to historical questions, students are able to
remember more and support their understanding with accurate knowledge and evidence.

At GCSE and A Level, assessments are designed as exam-style questions, using guidance and materials from the edexcel exam
boards, respectively. Mock exams are again created using exam-style questions. The pieces of coursework that are completed at
A Level are begun in the Summer term of Year 12 and students, while being given time in lessons to plan and prepare for this, are
expected to complete the majority of work outside of lessons.

Year 7

Half
term

Detailed Formative Assessment (Class/Home
Learning and WCF)

Summative Assessment (SA)
(Exam conditions in lessons)

Autumn
1

WCF: Iron age to the Middle Ages, who made the
most significant difference to life in England?

Baseline Test - Knowledge and skills from Key Stage Two
National Curriculum

Autumn
2

SA - Why did William win the Battle of Hastings?

Spring 1 WCF- Examine change and continuity in society
from Anglo-Saxons to the Normans

Spring 2 SA - Why did peasants revolt in 1381?
Summer

1
SA - How successful was the Third Crusade?

Summer
2

WCF - What impacted upon daily life in Medieval
Britain, 1066-1509? (Students choose their own
enquiry question)

Year 8

Half
term

Detailed Formative Assessment (Class/Home
Learning and WCF)

Summative Assessment (SA)
(Exam conditions in lessons)

Autumn
1

SA - What consequences did the break with Rome have?

Autumn
2

WCF - Oliver Cromwell: Hero or Villain?

Spring 1 WCF -How much did the Akan Drum see?
Spring 2 SA - 1865-1968, how far did the lives of Black Americans

improve?
Summer

1
SA -Why did British rule end in India by 1947?

Summer
2

WCF - How significant were the suffragettes in
gaining the vote for women by 1918? (Students
choose their own enquiry question, skill level given)n



Year 9

Half
term

Detailed Formative Assessment (Class/Home
Learning and WCF)

Summative Assessment (SA)
(Exam conditions in lessons)

Autumn
1

SA - What reputation does General Haig deserve?

Autumn
2

SA - Why did the world go to war again?

Spring 1 WCF - Why was WWII a total war?

Spring 2 WCF - Why is it important to remember the
Holocaust? (Students choose their own enquiry
question, skill level given)

Summer
1

SA - Why was there a Russian Revolution in October 1917?

Summer
2

WCF - How did Stalin control the USSR? (Students
choose their own enquiry question, skill level
given)

Year 10

Half
term

Detailed Formative Assessment
(Class/Home Learning)

Suggested exam questions

Autumn
1

Class - exam conditions, GCSE
grade given, 1-9

How useful are Sources B and C for an enquiry into the effects of
hyperinflation on Germany? Explain your answer, using Sources B and C and
your knowledge of the historical context.

Autumn
2

Class - exam conditions, GCSE
grade given, 1-9

Explain why the Weimar Republic recovered in the years 1924-29.

Spring 1 Class - exam conditions, GCSE
grade given, 1-9

How useful are Sources B and C for an enquiry into the attitudes of the Nazis
to the Christian Church?
Weimar and Nazi Germany Past Paper

Spring 2 Class - exam conditions, GCSE
grade given, 1-9

Write a narrative account analysing the key events of 1946-48 which led to
creation of Israel. You may use the following in your answer: Zionist attacks
on British Mandate forces (1946-47). The UN Partition Plan (1947). You
must also use information of your own.

Summer
1

Class - exam conditions, GCSE
grade given, 1-9

Explain two consequences of the Yom Kippur war.
Explain two of the following: The importance of Kissinger's ‘shuttle
diplomacy’ (1974) for peace between Israel and Egypt. The importance of
the invasion of Lebanon (1982) for attitudes to the Israelis. The importance
of the end of the Cold War (1991) for the negotiating position of the PLO.

Summer
2

Class - exam conditions, GCSE
grade given, 1-9

Explain why anti-Jewish pogroms occured in England in 1189-90. You may
use the following in your answer: Money lending, Event at Richard I’s
coronation. You must also use information of your own.



Year 11

Half
term

Detailed Formative Assessment
(Class/Home Learning)

Suggested exam questions

Autumn
1

Class - exam conditions, GCSE
grade given, 1-9

‘Richard’s poor leadership was the main reason for the failure to recapture
Jerusalem’. How far do you agree? Explain your answer. You may use the
following in your answer: Orders to retreat, Saladin’s forces. You must also
use information of your own.

Autumn
2

Class - exam conditions, GCSE
grade given, 1-9

Explain why King John lost control of Normandy.
You may use the following in your answer: King John’s marriage, Chateau
Gaillard. You must also use information of your own. [12]
‘There was little progress in medicine during the medieval period
(c.1250-c.1500).’ How far do you agree?

Spring 1 Class - exam conditions, GCSE
grade given, 1-9

Explain why some changes took place in medical knowledge during the
period c.1500-c.1700
‘Jenner’s vaccination was the biggest turning point in the prevention of
disease.’ How far do you agree?

Spring 2 Class - exam conditions, GCSE
grade given, 1-9

Explain why there was rapid change in the treatment of illness in Britain
during the twentieth century.
Study Source A and B. How useful are Sources A and B for an enquiry into
the problems the medical service faced transporting injured soldiers?

Year 12

Half
term

Detailed Formative Assessment
(Class/Home Learning)

Suggested exam questions

Autumn
1

Class - exam conditions, A Level
grade given

(USA) How far do you agree that anti-communism was the main influence on
US immigration policies in the 1920s?
(South Africa) ‘The National Party was able to implement apartheid
legislation, in the years 1948-59, because of the weakness of opposition to
it’. How far do you agree with this statement?
Explain and analyse three ways in which the Suffragettes were significant in
the campaign to extend the franchise.
‘Party leadership is the most important factor in determining the outcome of
UK General Elections.’ Analyse and evaluate this statement, with reference
to one pre-1997 election, the 1997 election and one post-1997 election.
Explain and analyse three features of party funding

Autumn
2

Class - exam conditions, A Level
grade given

(USA) How significant were Cold War influences in shaping the different
styles of presidential leadership in the years 1945-1972?
(South Africa) How far could the historian use sources 3 and 4 together to
investigate the aims of apartheid in the 1950s?
Explain and analyse the significance of three sources of the British
Constitution.
Analyse, evaluate and compare the arguments in the above article over the
significance of the role played by committees in the parliamentary process.
‘Pressure groups play a crucial role in the UK’s democratic system.’ Analyse
and evaluate this statement.

Spring 1 Class - exam conditions, A Level
grade given

(USA) How accurate is it to say that it was federal intervention which
brought the most significant improvement to the civil rights of black
Americans in the years 1933-68?
(South Africa) ‘The ANC was of limited significance in undermining
Apartheid in South Africa in the years 1968-83.’ How far do you agree?
‘The UKSC has become increasingly prominent and powerful in the political
life of the nation.’ Analyse and evaluate this statement.
‘ Devolution has greatly improved democracy and representation across the
UK’. Analyse and evaluate this statement.

Spring 2 Class - exam conditions, A Level
grade given

Essay 1 (USA):  How far do you agree that the impact the Second World War
had on American politics and society was very different from that of the First
World War?
Essay 2 (USA): How accurate is it to say that the most significant feature
improving the quality of life in the US, in the years 1917-80, was the
development of a car-owning culture?



Essay 1: (South Africa) How accurate is it to say that the principal reason for
Botha’s decision to negotiate in the year 1985-89 was the impact of
international isolation on South Africa?
Essay 2: (South Africa) How far could the historian make use of sources 3 and
4 together to investigate the problems facing South Africa in the transition
of its system of government in the early 1990s?
Explain and analyse three ways that the principle of the separation of powers
influences the US government.
Analyse, evaluate and compare the arguments in the below passage for and
against the view that political parties play an important role in Congress.
Explain and analyse three ways that structural theory could be used to study
executive/legislative relations in the UK and US.

Summer
1

Class - exam conditions, A Level
grade given

Mock examinations - USA and SA
Mock examinations - UK

Summer
2

Class - exam conditions, A Level
grade given

Reagan interpretations and South Africa personal enquiry.
‘Citizens’ rights are better protected by the judiciary in the USA than the UK.’
Analyse and evaluate this statement.
Analyse, evaluate and compare the arguments in the above passage for and
against the use of propositions in the USA.
Explain and analyse three ways in which the Republican Party has changed in
terms of ideology and policies over the past 40 years or so.

Year 13

Half
term

Detailed Formative Assessment
(Class/Home Learning)

Suggested exam questions

Autumn
1

Class - exam conditions, A Level
grade given

(Empire) Assess the value of the source for revealing the reasons for
establishing a settlement in Western Australia and the plans being made for
doing so.
Explain your answer, using the source, the information given about its origin
and your own knowledge about the historical context.
South Africa personal enquiry (ongoing)
Explain and analyse three ways in which socialist thinkers have viewed the
concept of equality.
Explain and analyse three ways in which conservative thinkers have viewed
the economy.
Analyse, evaluate and compare the arguments being made in the above
extracts as to the significance of society within conservatism. In your answer
you should refer to the thinkers you have studied.

Autumn
2

Class - exam conditions, A Level
grade given

(Empire) Assess the value of the source for revealing the reasons for
establishing a settlement in Western Australia and the plans being made for
doing so.
Explain your answer, using the source, the information given about its origin
and your own knowledge about the historical context.
South Africa personal enquiry (ongoing)
Explain and analyse three ways in which liberal thinkers have viewed the role
of the state.
‘Anarchists differ over the means to achieve their goals.’ Analyse and
evaluate this statement with reference to the anarchist thinkers that you
have studied.

Spring 1 Class - exam conditions, A Level
grade given

(Empire) How accurate is it to say that the Indian Rebellion occurred because
of the attack on Indian religion and customs by the British in the years
leading up to 1857?
South Africa and USA revision essays (all timed, in class)
USA and SA examination
USA and UK examination

Spring 2 Class - exam conditions, A Level
grade given

(Empire) ‘Sir Evelyn Baring made a very positive contribution to the
government of Egypt in the years 1883-98’. How far do you agree with this
judgement?
South Africa and USA revision essays (all timed, in class).
UK politics, US politics, Ideologies revision essays (all timed, in class)


